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JUST REMEMBER, DARLING, ALL THE WHILE, YOU BELONG TO ME
CENTENNIAL TRIBUTE TO JO STAFFORD
By Jerry Osterberg

The average age of our singers, not
counting me, who performed at the
Centennial Tribute to Jo Stafford on
November 11, was 35. Born in 1917, Jo
Stafford turned 35 in 1952, the year of
her biggest hit “You Belong to Me,”
which reached #1 in the U.S, Canada,
and in the U.K. By the end of the
momentous
year, after less
than ten years
as a soloist,
70 of her
recordings
had charted,
25 in the Top
10.
In spite of
the fact that
Jo Stafford
had more hits
Jerry Osterberg
than all of her
contemporaries such as Dinah Shore, the
Andrew Sisters, and Patti Page, most
people below a certain age, have no idea
who she is. Mention some of her popular
recordings and one encounters blank
stares. Recite the first line of lyrics from
“You Belong to Me,” however, See the
pyramids along the Nile, and a look of at
least partial recognition begins to dawn.
While they may recall the lyric, the
casual interviewer may have to add that
the tune was recorded by Jo Stafford. No
need to mention Patti Page, Patsy Cline,
and the Duprees of course.
So, how was I able to discover so
many talented young female singers who
happen to not only be familiar with Jo
Stafford’s music, but feel a strong
inspirational connection? I found them
while researching a book about the
singer, which led to several good

interviews. What they mostly have in
common is that they were exposed to Jo’s
singing early on by parents or
grandparents. Those of you who attended
the recent program may recognize that
I’m stretching a bit here, although not by
too much. Katie Martucci was recruited
late in the process by a member of the
original cast, Laurel Masse, who had to
withdraw because of a family illness.
Until now, Katie, a former music student
of Laurel, was unfamiliar with Jo’s
legacy, as was Emma Roos, who had
been a finalist in Michael Feinstein’s
annual competition in Indiana. Emma
was already slated to be the day’s opener
before graciously agreeing to close the
program with no less than “You Belong
to Me.”
Kaye Allyn, after a career as a
classical
singer, seen in
leading roles
at New York
City Opera,
Carnegie
Hall, among
others,
has
b e e n
performing in
recent years
as a jazz
singer in clubs
Kaye Allyn
such as the
Cutting Room, Tomi Jazz, Stage 72, and
the Metropolitan Room, sang “Autumn
Leaves” (in its original French), “Bakery
Blues,” and “Black Out the Moon.” It
should be mentioned that Kaye
additionally helped this writer/producer
and her fellow singers in song selection,
and by organizing the program as to
singer, genre, tempo variation, order, and

length of performance. For a program
which involved so many singers and 21
songs, it’s impressive that we came in
ahead of the allotted time. Our sincere
thanks to Kaye!
Mary Fahl first achieved fame as the
lead singer
and
cofounder of a
NYC based
chamber-pop
g r o u p
October
Project. As a
solo
artist,
Mary
has
released
s e v e r a l
compelling
Mary Fahl
a l b u m s ,
including the re-working of Pink Floyd’s
Dark Side of the Moon. She has also
written and performed songs for several
motion pictures, including the lead song
“Going Home” for the Civil War epic
Gods and Generals. Mary performed
“Black is the Color,” “Shenandoah,” and
“I’ll Be Seeing You.” Margi Gianquinto
has built a reputation on the New York
jazz scene over the past five years,
feeling a strong connection to the music
of America’s Golden Age, from Tin Pan
Alley and Broadway, to Old Hollywood.
She’s been seen regularly at Mezzrow
Jazz Club, Iridium, Birdland, and
debuted at Lincoln Center and Carnegie
Hall earlier this year. Margi sang
“There’s No You,” “He’s Gone Away,”
accompanying herself on piano, “The
Gentleman is a Dope,” and “Haunted
Heart.”
Katie Martucci grew up singing and

Continued on page 3
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President’s Message...
Linda Amiel Burns, President

I hope you all had a good Thanksgiving holiday! It’s so hard to
believe that 2017 is almost over, and that our last program of the
year will take place on Saturday, December 9th, with the
esteemed Harvey Granat’s program on the late, great Sammy Cahn. Harvey has
been conducting amazing programs on the American Songbook at the 92nd Street Y
for many years, and his series is deservedly extremely popular. We are thrilled that
he will be sharing his vast knowledge, humor, and singing voice with us.
Accompanying him at the piano will be longtime friend David Lahm, a talented
musician, composer, and the son of Dorothy Fields.

I cannot thank Jerry Osterberg enough for his wonderful Tribute to Jo Stafford at our
November meeting, which featured a terrific musical cast. It was wonderful to have
a packed SRO crowd! We signed up many new members, and lots of guests came
and were introduced to APSS. You can read all about Jerry’s Jo Stafford event in this
issue.
Our “exciting rising stars” pre-show has received a lot of positive comments. We are
introducing you to new and talented young singers who are attracting notice. Jerry
introduced us to the delightful Emma Roos, and included her in the show. This
month you will meet Joie Bianco who has been profiled by Cabaret Scenes and has
won many awards at her young age.
Thanks for participating in the “Member Exchange” table, by bringing and donating
sheet music, books, CD’s and other memorabilia. It is good to clear out some of our
collections, and so much fun to find new treasures. And the price is right - FREE!

I am looking forward to seeing you on December 9 , and am wishing you all a very
happy holiday season filled with good health, music and song!

Linda
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Linda with Sammy Cahn and Jule Styne at a Songwriter's Hall of
Fame display. Taken at Symphony Cafe.

MEETING LOCATION: Local 802 – Musicians’ Hall
322 West 48th Street. Program: 1:45 – 3:30PM.
Come early to look thru Sheet Music & CD’s & stuff, all FREE.
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Jo Stafford...
Continued from page 1

playing fiddle
and guitar, and
is the daughter
of the jazz
pianist Vinnie
Martucci.
H a v i n g
written and
performed
songs since
the first grade,
Katie
later
studied with
Katie Martucci
Laurel Masse,
a co-founder of Manhattan Transfer,
attended Skidmore College and
ultimately, the New York Conservancy.
She is currently leading a nine piece
project Amalia, and touring with her trio
The
Ladles.
Katie
contributed
“Stardust,” “Make Love to Me,” and “I’ll
Walk Alone.”
Emma Roos was a finalist at the
M i c h a e l
Feinstein
G r e a t
American
Songbook
Competition
in 2013 before
attending
Syracuse
University
where
she
received her
BFA
in
Emma Roos
M u s i c a l
Theatre. More recently she’s appeared in
Oklahoma! and at the Glimmerglass
Festival. Previously she’s been seen in
Sweeney Todd, Nine, A Little Night
Music, and The Addams Family. Emma
presented “Bewitched,” “Every Night at
Seven,” “I’m in Love With a Wonderful
Guy,” and “You Belong to Me.” Barbara
Rosene has built a reputation for
interpreting the great music of the 1920s,
1930s, and 1940s, performing jazz
classics with The Harry James Orchestra,
Vince Giordano and His Nighthawks,
Les Paul at the Iridium, and with
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orchestras and at festivals across the
world. Barbara sang “I Remember You,”
“It Could Happen to You,” and “A
Sunday Kind Of Love.” Oh, can’t forget
that she had arranged to coax Darlene
Edwards out of retirement for a once in a
lifetime performance of “It’s Magic.”
Although Darlene offered to sing an
encore, there was no audience response
except from one person who shouted
“No!” Refusing to be left out, Darlene’s
husband Jonathan bravely accompanied
her. He appeared to play with a hardly
noticeable limp. Thank you Barbara for
helping us to remember that some
memories are best left undisturbed.
Seriously folks, Darlene and
Jonathan Edwards did not perform, but
we can dream of what might have been
can’t we? In sharp contrast, John
DiMartino, our Musical Director for the
entire afternoon,
was present and
well accounted
for. John is a
much
sought
after jazz pianist,
arranger,
and
producer, having
worked
with
David
“Fat
Head” Newman,
Pat
Martino,
Houston
Person,
John DiMartino
Taj Mahal, Jon
Hendricks, Keely Smith, Billy Eckstine,
Janis Siegel, Gloria Lynn, Grady Tate;
and on Grammy nominated albums with
Issac Delgado and Freddie Coles. As a
long-time member of Ray Barretto’s New
World Spirit, he’s appeared as a featured
pianist and arranger on several of
Barreto’s recordings, including Portraits
in Jazz, Clave, featuring James Moody,
Kenny Burrell, Joe Lovano, and Steve
Turre), and the Grammy nominated
Contact.
Jerry Osterberg, after a career in
banking, decided to devote his full time
to writing and singing, both of them
longtime passions. As a writer, he’s
written extensively for Cabaret Scenes
Magazine and the American Popular
Song Society, for which he also acts as
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the Editor and Publisher for the
newsletter. As a singer, Jerry has studied
at the Singers Forum, and at the Singing
Experience, with which he debuted at
Don’t Tell Mama and at the Triad. He’s
also performed with a male chorale for
more than 35 years. For the past several
years, he has been working on a
biography of Jo Stafford, hoping to see it
published during his own lifetime. Jerry
performed “You’d Be So Nice to Come
To.”
Far be it
for this writer
to say, but the
room looked
quite full to
me.
There
were plenty
of
smiles
from
the
audience, as
well as a good
amount
of
applause
and
Barbara Rosene
laughter in
the right places. We had assembled a
fantastic group of singers, most of them
unfamiliar to the membership. For the
second time in the brand new season, a
talented young vocalist had opened the
show with a flair, and left us eager for
more. Every one of the chosen songs
from Jo Stafford’s body of work was
sung as it was meant to be, without frills
and straight to the heart. The show was a
vivid reminder of how great is the
American songbook, and how important
Jo Stafford’s contribution was in
bringing it to life.

All photos
with this story
were taken by
Rose Billings.
Margi Gianquinto
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Westward Ho! the Songwriters

In the late 1920s a revolution in sound technology brought
a huge change to the film industry. In 1926, Warner Brothers
studio purchased a Vitaphone system, which synced filmed
images with sound recorded on large phonograph disks. The
potential was immediately apparent to Harry Warner, who it’s
said exclaimed, “Who the hell wants to hear actors talk? The
music – that’s the big plus about this.” And so, in 1926, Don
Juan starring John Barrymore became the first feature film
released with a soundtrack, a background score performed by
the New York Philharmonic. This film, plus a few Vitaphone
shorts, was a hit, and the Warners began using a soundtrack in
all of their films. In 1927 The Desert Song, became the first
sound film of a Broadway musical. Then came Al Jolson’s
legendary The Jazz Singer in 1928, another Broadway transplant
(which had starred George Jessel on the stage).

Yet, there was still no spoken dialog. But the game was on,
and a musical Gold Rush was sparked. The studios began luring
East Coast songwriters to Hollywood with the promise of solid
work and great exposure. Songwriters whose bread and butter
had been the Great White Way recognized opportunity. Although
sheet music perpetuated their output beyond the stage, a
Broadway musical was a fleeting affair. Movies, presumably,
would last forever and reach a nationwide audience. First on the
westward trail were men mostly involved in operetta, still a
popular art form; they included Arnold Schoenberg, Fritz
Kreisler, Sigmund Romberg and Rudolf Friml. They were soon
joined by a slew of others over the span of a few years. Men
such as Nacio Herb
Brown,
George
“Buddy” DeSylva,
Ray
Henderson,
Harry Warren, Frank
Loesser,
Richard
Whiting and Johnny
Mercer – Tin-Pan
DeSylva, Brown & Henderson
Alley kings of sheet
music and vaudeville – were joined by the Broadway writers,
“name brands,” such as Irving Berlin, George and Ira Gershwin,
Jerome Kern, Cole Porter, and Richard Rodgers and Lorenz
Hart.
Back East they’d been rivals. Out West they became allies,
soon discovering the business of Hollywood was not what

they’d been used to. Studio heads and producer despots created
writing teams for a single project only. Decisions could be made
on a whim. Harold Arlen and Yip Harburg got the Wizard of
Oz commission solely because their “In the Shade of the New
Apple Tree” was in a Broadway show that Arthur Freed of
MGM happened to catch on a trip to New York. Work was often
cut. Famously, Cole Porter wrote many songs for 1934s Gay
Divorcee’ only to find they were all cut except “Night And Day.”
Songs were also transferred at will from one film to another, or
sabotaged by clueless directors or hack arrangers, or buried in
obscure movies. Songwriters soon learned too that money was
the driving force of creativity in Hollywood. Producers
commissioned five or six “hits” per film (where dozens of songs
were the norm in a single Broadway musical). Hoagy
Carmichael wrote that the phrase he heard most was “it’s not
commercial.” The thought that sitting down at the piano meant
“thinking commercial” took getting used to. Playing studio
politics also became an art form. Still, there was work, and
plenty of it, especially during the Depression, which had initially
hit Broadway hard.
A bonus for songwriters came via the radio and recordings,
especially when songs came to the attention of the big band
leaders and their singers. Songs that might have been overlooked
in obscure films could become hits. Early examples include
Hold Everything (1930), “You’re The Cream in My Coffee”
(DeDylva/Brown/Henderson; Lord Byron of Broadway (1930),
“Japanese Sandman” (Whiting/Egan); and Bombshell (1933),
“Lazybones” (Carmichael/Mercer). In the early 1930s the
studios also began doing their own song publishing and churning
out musicals at a steady clip. With a stake in the publishing,
studios were motivated to plug their songs. It’s estimated that
during the 1930s and early 1940s more songs were published
than at any other time in a comparable period. As movies
matured, so did the songwriting
and the approach to the
music. Studios began
hiring
musical
directors such as
Arthur Freed
and Johnny
Green
at
MGM
and
V i c t o r
Schertzinger at
Paramount.
These men knew
music and were
The Songwriters
often
songwriters
themselves. Unquestionably,
film musicals contributed significantly to the legacy of the Great
American Songbook. In the words and music of Johnny Mercer
and Richard Whiting – “Hooray for Hollywood.”
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OUR JO: THE LIFE OF JO STAFFORD, 1917 – 2008

By Jerry Osterberg

Jo Stafford was born in

Coalinga, California on
November 12, 1917, the
second youngest of four
sisters. Her family had moved
west from middle Tennessee,
part of the “Great Migration,”
shortly before Jo came along.
Jo’s father was an oil field
worker and transferred to
Long Beach, where his
daughter was enrolled in an
exceptional school, Long
Beach Technical High School.
Although her older sisters
sang professionally, Jo was
naturally gifted. Enhanced by
a musical home environment,
Jo arrived with a strong
foundation for formal training.
By some accounts, she
was somewhat reserved about
being singled out, which did
not prevent her music teachers
from encouraging Jo to pursue
her extraordinary talent, up to
and including both classical
and operatic repertoires. Were
it not for the Depression, Jo
Stafford may well have gone
on to such a career. But, the
family couldn’t afford it, and
there were no scholarships to
be found. Upon high school
graduation, Jo followed in the
family footsteps, becoming
the third voice of the Stafford
Sisters, conveniently replacing
another singer who was not

related.
The trio mostly performed
on local radio shows,
including a performance with
The Sons of the Pioneers, a
popular group of singing
cowboys, one of whom was
the future film and television
star Roy Rogers. In addition,
with
easy
access
to
Hollywood, the Stafford girls
enjoyed a marvelous day job,
performing on sound tracks in
films such as Alexander’s

Ragtime Band and Damsels in
Distress, the latter actually onscreen within a chorus of
madrigal singers.
At around that time,
wedding bells began to ring
loudly in the ears of Jo’s
sisters Christine and Pauline,
causing the act to dissolve.
Fortuitously for her, Jo met a
group of men on a movie
soundstage, and together they
formed a singing group which
came to be called The Pied
Pipers. Thanks to Jo’s future
husband Paul Weston, who
was writing arrangements for
the Tommy Dorsey Band, they
were “discovered” by Dorsey,
who immediately put them to
work in every area of his
business: recording, concerts,
broadcast, and film.
Tommy
Dorsey’s
orchestra was the most

popular in the country, so
constant exposure was assured
for the Pipers. The band’s
popularity
increased
exponentially when Dorsey
hired Frank Sinatra away from
Harry James, setting the stage
for a watershed moment for Jo
Stafford. Back then, the band
was the main event, providing
a backdrop for dancing. The
singers often sat patiently in a
row behind the band, waiting
for their big moment, typically
in the last chorus. At some
point, perhaps because the
sound of the Pipers was
dominated by Sinatra, and the
Big Bands had begun to
recognize that the audience
wanted more singing and less
dancing, Jo began to yearn for
an occasional solo, strongly
encouraged
by
Sinatra.
Perhaps already prepped by
Sinatra, Dorsey was in a
receptive mood when Jo came

calling with her request to do a
solo, the first “Little Man With
a Candy Cigar.”
By the time Jo and Pipers,
sans Sinatra, departed Tommy
Dorsey en masse, after TD had
fired one of them after a
stupid, one-sided argument
with the band leader, band
singers, including Sinatra
were beginning to become
restless about the timing of

when to go out on their own,
no longer as “featured,” but as
headliners. Once again, fate
intervened and Johnny Mercer
hired Jo and the boys for his
popular radio show, and Jo
was once again the dominant
voice.
Soon afterwards,
Mercer formed Capitol
Records and offered the entire
team a contract, although he
encouraged her to record some
solos, eventually having her
sign a separate contract.
Ultimately, June Hutton
assumed Jo’s part in the
Pipers, and Jo started the path
to countless hits for Capitol,
most of the arrangements by
Paul Weston.
When Weston moved on
to Columbia Records, Jo went
with him. It was there that she
had her most prolific and
successful period of her
career, appearing in her own
television show and countless
other variety programs, while
producing over 25 million in
record sales for Columbia.
That was a huge number of
sales in the era, which helps
account for the fact that, in
spite of her relatively brief
career, Jo surpassed all of her
contemporaries,
including
Dinah Shore, the Andrew
Sisters, and Patti Page.
Measured against the more
modern singers, over a
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seventy year period ending in
2010, Jo’s hits were second
only
to
Madonna,
incorporating forty years in
which Jo did not record.
During
the
aforementioned time, Jo
married Paul Weston, had two
children, and witnessed the
advent of Rock & Roll, a
phenomena that came on
quickly and changed the
fortunes of not only Jo, but
many singers of a certain age,
such as Frank Sinatra, Bing
Crosby,
Tony
Bennett,
Rosemary Clooney, and
others. By the end of the
1950s,
and
quickly
progressing through the
1960s, the music of the earlier
generation was nowhere to be
found.
Consistent with the
shifting popular culture, and
fueled in part by a rapidly
growing
population
of
younger consumers, the taste
of the new generation of
record buyers was unlike
anything resembling that of
their parents. While some of
By Jerry Osterberg

AMERICAN POPULAR SONG SOCIETY
Jo’s colleagues tried valiantly
to adapt, most could not.
Faced with the reality of an
inability to fill theaters in
order to generate record sales,
the stars of the 1940s and
1950s could no longer get
recording contracts. Some
turned their sights to Las
Vegas, where their popularity
continued to have currency
and the need to produce
constant hits, wasn’t required.
This was an older audience,
who like their favorite
vocalists, had fled from Rock
& Roll.
Jo Stafford had always
preferred the anonymity of
radio
and
recording.
Performing before a live
audience, be it in Las Vegas, a
theater, or especially an
intimate cabaret room, was
something she dreaded.
Combined with a declining
drive or a passion for celebrity,
and a reluctance to put in the
time in an entertainment
environment she no longer
loved,
Jo
decided
to
essentially retire, become a

Whatcha Know Joe?

housewife, and raise her kids.
She continued to record at
a succession of record
companies
until
1972,
producing some good work.
Always
an
artistic
perfectionist, Jo wasn’t about
to have it otherwise. Her last
public appearance was at a
party to honor Frank Sinatra
for his Seventy-Fifth birthday
in 1990. Backed by the HiLo’s, who were substituting
for the long defunct Pied
Pipers, Jo performed “I’ll
Never Smile Again.”
It must be noted that Jo
Stafford was extremely
popular with servicemen
during both World War II and
Korea, so much so that she
became known as G.I Jo.
Capitalizing on her popularity,
the U.S. Government recruited
her for its propaganda efforts,
enlisting her to host broadcasts
on both Voice of America and
Radio Luxembourg, much to
the chagrin of Joseph Stalin.
Such exposure gave Jo a huge
advantage in the European
market, particularly in the UK,
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where lovingly produced
compilations of her recordings
come to market on a regular
basis.
Another factor that should
be mentioned is the sheer
diversity of Jo’s output,
everything from pop, gospel,
folk, jazz, bop, and comedy.
Indeed, with her husband Paul
Weston, she won her only
Grammy Award, having
recorded numerous albums as
Jonathan and lovely wife
Darlene Edwards, that pitchchallenged lady from Trenton,
New Jersey. While it’s been
many years since Jo Stafford
was in the public eye, she has
truly become a part of the
American fabric. Jo was
understated, perhaps to an
extreme, and clearly inclined
toward a philosophy of “less is
more.” Nonetheless, Jo
Stafford deserves to be
remembered
for
her
extraordinary talent and
dedication to an excellent
performance, nothing less and
nothing more.

Turns Out Plenty!

Our thanks to APSS member Joe Regan, Jr, for reminding us about yet another example of Jo Stafford’s versatility: Bop.
Jo recorded two sides with Dave Lambert & His “Choir” in the spring of 1949 for Capitol Records. The A side was “Jolly
Jo,” or… [(M+H+R x 3ee – 00 / 4/4aa3)] x 32 = BOP
The B side was “Smiles,” with a chorus of backup singers (obviously including Jo Stafford) and the Paul Weston orchestra
(only just enough) whereas “Jolly Jo” is pure vocalese, almost as if Jo had pre-joined the future team of Lambert, Hendricks,
Ross & Stafford. John Bush, writing for All Music, said that “Jolly Jo” was the “most radical song in Jo Stafford’s catalog.”
Those looking for proof of this will find both cuts on YouTube. It’s also included on the DRG album Capitol Rarities, 19431950 and Lambert, Hendricks & Ross: Improvisations For The Human Voice for El Records.

Interestingly, Paul Weston, as he did following Jo’s early folk recordings, wrote a light hearted yet elegant piece for
Musical Express, barely a month after his recording session with his future wife. In the article “What Is Bop?” Weston
concludes: Eventually it will all be absorbed into what we call music, but meanwhile don’t fight it…enjoy it. A beret and a beard
aren’t necessary, and you don’t even have to confine your adjectives to cool and crazy. Bop is here to stay and we might as
well welcome it as a new and most interesting contribution to the great art of music. Obviously, as sincere as he may have been,
Weston was most probably salting the clouds on behalf of his singer. Unlike Jo’s successful venture into folk, however, there
was no follow through with respect to Bop. There stands her impressive catalog, which includes a few tunes with Vic Damone,
Gene Autry, Liberace, and Nelson Eddy, plus two pioneering stunners with Dave Lambert.
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Member
News...

If you have any member news, or other items you would like to have
considered for this newsletter, please send it by e-mail to the coeditor, Jerry Osterbergg: osterbergg@AOL.com. It will be subject to
editing, depending on size and content, and please remember that
we try to go to press two weeks before each monthly meeting. We
often get very good items that get to us after the newsletter has been
printed and mailed.

Linda Amiel Burns, APSS President, is celebrating four decades of
The Singing Experience. A number of APSS members have taken this
workshop, some more than once. For those of us who have, we can
assure you that you’ll feel like a pro by the night of the performance.
Although many students have never sung in public before, the
supportive environment has prepared them well for their debut. Call
Linda at 212-315-3500 to sign up. The Singing Experience Cable TV
show continues on MNN Time Warner: Channel 56 or RCN: Channel
111. The program broadcasts are every Sunday at 5:00 PM. You can
also see your fellow NYSMS members on YouTube at any time.

Midday Jazz Midtown continues on Wednesdays (1:00 PM to 2:00
PM) at Saint Peter’s Church (East 54 Street (entrance) @ Lexington
Ave), NYC, Hosted by Ronny Whyte. Programs: December 6, Hell’s
Kitchen Funk Orchestra; December 13, Yuletide Celebration I, Roz
Corral, Erli Perez, Marlene VerPlanck, Danny Bacher, Alexis Cole,
Alex Leonard, Taro Okamoto, Boots Maleson, Ronny Whyte: Yuletide
Celebration II, David Silliman, Saundra Silliman, Boots Maleson,
Ronny Whyte, Gabrielle Stravelli, Eric Comstock, Barbara Fasano,
Daryl Sherman; December 27, Geoff Keezer, piano. Suggested
donation: $10. Parking: Icon Parking, East 51 St, between Third and
Lexington Ave. $15 including tax for five hours with validation @ Saint
Peter’s reception desk. www.saintpeters.org/jazz/midtownjazz.htm
www.ronnywhyte.com/.

The Singing Experience will present Holiday Stars on Thursday,
December 14 @ 7:30 PM at the Triad, 158 West 72nd St. There is $15
cover charge plus a 2 drink minimum. Call Linda Amiel Burns at 212315-3500 or write: linda@singingexperience.com.

Lucille Carr-Kaffashan sings the praises of contemporary songwriting
artists in her 2017 Bistro Award Winning cabaret show “Unwritten,
Celebrating 21st Century Female Singer-Songwriters.” With musical
director Jeff Cubeta on piano, Sean Harkness on guitar, and Matt
Scharfglass on bass. This show features a mix of joyful, touching,
thought-provoking and laughter-inducing 21st century songs written by
outstanding artists such as Adele, Annie Lennox, Sara Bareilles,
Susan Werner, Meghan Trainor and Tracy Chapman. The program
reflects the voices of women in their 20’s as well as those in their 60’s,
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and every decade in between, opening a window to the hearts and
minds of contemporary women. Lucille performs Unwritten at Don’t
Tell Mama in NYC on Saturday, December 2nd @ 3:00 PM. There is
a $20 music charge ($10 for APSS members), plus a two-drink
minimum. For reservations call 212-757-0788 or reserve online at
donttellmamanyc.com.

Ronny Whyte, with Boots Maleson on bass, will perform on December
23 @ Kitano, 8:00 & 10:00 PM.

Carol J. Binkowski’s new book, Opening Carnegie Hall: The Creation
and First Performances of America’s Premier Concert Stage was just
published by McFarland & Co. www.caroljbinkowski.com.

APSS Board member Tom Toce has recorded a studio version of his
successful MAC Award nominated cabaret show Songwriter in the
House at the Metropolitan Room last year. The recently released CD
is different than Tom’s earlier album. It features his singer-songwriter
songs and his vocals throughout. Backing Tom are Jon Burr – bass,
Sean Harkness – guitar, Justin McEllroy & Peter Millrose – vocals.
The CD is available on CD Baby. https://www.cdbaby.com/cd/tomtoce.
Hilary Kole’s newest CD: The Judy Garland Project (Miranda Music)
is now on-sale. The remarkable performer conjures the spirit and
beauty of Judy Garland in stunning arrangements of songs made
famous by the legendary singer, including “The Trolley Song,” “The
Man That Got Away,” “Over the Rainbow.”

Do you seek an elusive song? If you do, write APSS Board member
Sandy Marrone @ smusandy@aol.com or call 856-829-6104. You
can also visit Sandy in New Jersey to see thousands and thousands
of sheets of music, most of which can be yours very reasonably. She
is a marvelous resource and a super-great lady! Having heard from
only a few of our members over the past year or so, Sandy wants to
remind you that she’s still at it, adding to her collection every day, and
always willing to part with sheet music at especially fair prices for us.
Sheet music was the reason we were founded thirty plus years ago,
after all, and she’s only a phone call or e-mail away. Sandy continues
to be willing to offer free appraisals with no expectation of having right
of first refusal, and can provide unbiased advice as to how and where
to sell music. It’s not a secret, pass it on please.

Speaking of Sandy Marrone, our congratulations for having been
featured in the September 17 edition of the Philadelphia Inquirer, The
Region. The profile, Lost in Song: Name That Tune. She Probably
Has It, by Kevin Riordan, traces the beginning of her 600,000 piece
collection to 1975 and a fortuitous stop in an antiques shop. Robert
Rawlins, Rowan University music-theory professor said “Her collection
is amazing. I didn’t think there could be that much music in one place.
There were things I thought I would never find, and she had them.”

Send Member News to Osterbergg@aol.com no later than the 15th of each month for the next issue.

American Popular
Song Society

P.O. Box 5856 • PIKESVILLE, MD 21282

December 9, 2017:

This 4 time Academy
Award winner wrote
more words for Frank
Sinatra than any other
lyricist. His songs
received 22 academy
Sammy Cahn
Award nominations.
You"ll hear many of these songs along with the
stories behind them. Harvey Granat, singer and
music historian, produced Cahn on Broadway in
"Words and Music" and has wonderful inside
stories to tell from his special friendship with Cahn.
Granat presented a very popular series on the
American Songbook at many of the NYC popular
venues including NYPL for the performing arts.

Did you know every issue of this newsletter
is in COLOR online at www.APSSinc.org

Our 2017-18 Season

NEXT

October 14, 2017
Will Friedwald, tied to his new book launch
November 11, 2017
Jerry Osterberg on Jo Stafford
December 9, 2017
Harvey Granat, on Sammy Cahn
January 13, 2018
Robert Rawlins - Tunes of the Twenties
(with input from Elliott Ames)
February 10, 2018
Michael Lavine & Tom Toce
The contemporary music of Disney Animation
March 10, 2018
(Cabaret Month) Linda Burns,
performance by Sidney Myer
April 14, 2018
(Jazz Appreciation Month) Marilyn Lester
New directions in Jazz
May 12, 2018
Sandi Durell, Songwriter Showcase
June 9, 2018
Richard Skipper on Cabaret and Cole
A celebration of Cole Porter on his Birthday

Lyrics by Sammy Cahn, Music by James Van Heusen

OCT - NOV - DEC is RENEWAL TIME

Time to renew your Membership. If you’re a RENEWING
member, just send your check in as long as it has your name and
address on it. If you know of anyone interested in joining, have
them go to our website, www.APSSinc.org, click on the
“membership” tab, fill out the form to pay online or at the top of
the page, click to download the application. It’s that easy.

